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Introduction 

Good marketing is like a conversation. You have to listen to your 
customers. In our connected world, that means listening to the  
data they generate in their interactions with your brand.

Collecting data to build rich customer profiles is an essential step in interactive 
cross-channel marketing that drives revenue and loyalty. As customers become 
more connected across more channels, including mobile and social, marketers 
need to be able to collect that data to understand these “Generation C”  
consumers in order to carry on a meaningful conversation.

Data collection across channels provides a 
foundation to support the critical subsequent 
Enterprise Marketing Management (EMM)  
processes of Analyze, Decide, Deliver and  
Manage. These symbiotic processes enable  
you to capitalize on the potential of  
data-driven marketing. 

Analyze 
marketing data to 

find actionable 
insights

Collect 
data that 

augments  
each 

customer 
profile

Manage 
marketing processes 
and measure results

Decide 
on the best  
marketing 
action

Deliver 
engaging  
messages  
and capture  
reactions

EMM: a comprehensive suite integrating five critical 
marketing processes
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Knowing your customers means listening to your 
customers, and the better you know your customers, 
the better you can meet their needs. Offer the right 
product to the right person at the right time over the 
right channel, and your sales will surge.     But a 
funny thing happened on the way to the marketing 
nirvana of one-to-one customer relationships:  
customers got connected in ways no one imagined  
a decade ago. 

Your connected customers have smartphones and 
tablets. They browse online, shop in a store and then 

phone your call center with a question.  
They use social media to praise your brand 
and critique your products. They collaborate, 
communicate and consume in real time, 24/7. 
Immersed in a world of non-stop information, 
these empowered consumers block out  
irrelevant marketing—while gravitating to 
messages personalized to their interests.  
Call them Generation C—customers  
connected and empowered like never before.

All this multichannel connectedness makes  
it harder to know your customers. More  
channels and devices mean greater complexity 
of behavior. That means greater complexity of 
data that can leave marketers guessing about 
customer wants. If you didn’t know better, you 
might think these Generation C customers 
were trying to outsmart you. But you do know 
better. You know there’s a method to their 
multichannel madness. Data is the key to 
figuring out what that method is.

Your customers are connected like never before.  
Are they trying to outsmart you?

The business challenge

Marketers continue to struggle with customer 
data collection and the resulting challenges.

•	 Incomplete pictures of customer behavior
•	 Mistargeted or irrelevant marketing messages
•	 Misleading metrics on campaign effectiveness
•	 Poor productivity with manual collection
•	 Inability to respond promptly to opportunities

http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Offer%20the%20right%20product%20to%20the%20right%20person%20at%20the%20right%20time%20over%20the%20right%20channel%2D%2Dsales%20will%20surge%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Offer%20the%20right%20product%20to%20the%20right%20person%20at%20the%20right%20time%20over%20the%20right%20channel%2D%2Dsales%20will%20surge%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Offer%20the%20right%20product%20to%20the%20right%20person%20at%20the%20right%20time%20over%20the%20right%20channel%2D%2Dsales%20will%20surge%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Offer%20the%20right%20product%20to%20the%20right%20person%20at%20the%20right%20time%20over%20the%20right%20channel%2D%2Dsales%20will%20surge%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
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Customers leave data trails through every 
interaction with your brand.     You can 
understand customer behavior through data. 
You can see what they’ve done and anticipate 
what they want. Consider a shopper we’ll call 
Helen. Helen browses your website from her 
iPhone, and enters her email address to receive 
discounts. The next day, she clicks on your 
welcome email and browses jewelry. Later, she 
googles “diamond necklace” and clicks on your 
paid search ad and browses more, reading a 
few product reviews.

Early the next week, Helen clicks on the 
behaviorally retargeted display ad you served 
and puts a diamond necklace in her shopping 
cart, only to abandon it. You email her an offer 
to complete the purchase with free shipping 
and she accepts, paying for the necklace with 
her Visa card before checking out your 
Facebook page, which she decides to “Like.”

A week later, Helen visits a store and buys 
matching earrings using an in-store coupon she 

downloaded from your Facebook page. She also 
uses a coupon for a men’s watch she captured 
on her iPhone by scanning a QR code in an ad 
you ran in a fashion magazine, paying for both 
pieces with her Visa card. Days later, she 
contributes a product review on your website, 
orders your print catalog and phones your call 
center with a question about the watch she 
bought for her husband.

Over one month, Helen has interacted with your 
brand in nearly 10 different ways, both digital and 
physical. She’s told you a lot about herself, in 
discrete chunks of data. That data could be 
immensely valuable to marketers if they had a 
single portrait of Helen. But do they? Can they 
see her progression and connect the dots, such 
as the same Visa card used online and in a store, 
and leverage the data to build an interactive 
marketing relationship? Our example concerns 
retail, but the same challenge faces marketers in 
all industries—financial services, travel, media 
and others.

Barriers to data integration

Marketers surveyed by IBM are bullish on customer 
data, but face obstacles in collecting and integrating it.1

•	 52 percent blame disparate data systems 
•	 45 percent cite unfavorable organizational processes
•	 39 percent point to difficulty working with ITData is full of clues that reveal your customers.

1 IBM, “The State of Marketing 2011: Unica’s Annual Survey of Marketers,” June 2011.

http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Customers%20leave%20data%20trails%20through%20every%20interaction%20with%20your%20brand%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Customers%20leave%20data%20trails%20through%20every%20interaction%20with%20your%20brand%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Barriers%20to%20data%20integration:%20disparate%20data%20systems,%20difficult%20orgprocesses,%20IT%20teaming%20trouble%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Data%20is%20full%20of%20clues%20that%20reveal%20your%20customers%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://www.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?subtype=BR&infotype=PM&appname=SWGE_ZZ_JV_USEN&htmlfid=ZZB03005USEN&attachment=ZZB03005USEN.PDF
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Customers%20leave%20data%20trails%20through%20every%20interaction%20with%20your%20brand%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Barriers%20to%20data%20integration:%20disparate%20data%20systems,%20difficult%20orgprocesses,%20IT%20teaming%20trouble%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Data%20is%20full%20of%20clues%20that%20reveal%20your%20customers%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
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It’s called “Big Data”—the exponential surge in data volumes and complexity that confronts all business processes. It’s especially challenging for 
marketers. In fact, dealing with “data explosion” was the top challenge cited by chief marketing officers (CMOs) surveyed by IBM®,     followed 
by social media and growth of channels and devices.2

Why is data growth such a problem for marketers? It complicates the much-desired single-customer view. Unless it’s fully integrated, customer 
data can contribute to bad decisions and missed opportunities because you couldn’t incorporate data from a critical channel. If a shopper 
abandons a product in a shopping cart, you don’t want to email her encouraging the purchase if she already bought the item through your call 
center. That’s the risk you face without an integrated view of customer activity.

Most CMOs feel unprepared to deal with “data explosion.”

Data explosion 71%

59%

68%

57%

65%

56%

56%

63%

56%

Social media

Growth of channel and 
device choices

Shifting consumer  
demographics

Financial constraints

Decreasing brand loyalty

Growth market opportunities

ROI accountability

Customer collaboration
and influence

Marketers feel the pain of data growth and  
complexity.

2 IBM, “From Stretched to Strengthened: IBM Global CMO Study,” October 2011.

Data collection shouldn’t mean you collect all the data available. Data is 
useless if not actionable.     Optimal data collection gives you the flexibility to 
capture only the data that matters and avoid the costly overhead of gigantic 
data sets. Social media is a good example. You don’t care if your customer 
posted a recipe for chicken soup on Facebook. You do care if she posted 
about your industry, your products or your competitors. Conversely, it’s not 
enough to know that a visitor accessed your site from a mobile device. You 
want to know what type of device was used, and optimize for that particular 
device format and experience. It’s all about collecting the right data.

http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Dealing%20with%20data%20explosion%20was%20the%20top%20challenge%20cited%20by%20chief%20marketing%20officers%20surveyed%20by%20IBM%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Marketers%20feel%20the%20pain%20of%20data%20growth%20and%20complexity%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Marketers%20feel%20the%20pain%20of%20data%20growth%20and%20complexity%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://www.ibm.com/cmostudy
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Data%20collection%20shouldn%27t%20mean%20you%20collect%20all%20the%20data%20available.%20Data%20is%20useless%20if%20not%20actionable%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Data%20collection%20shouldn%27t%20mean%20you%20collect%20all%20the%20data%20available.%20Data%20is%20useless%20if%20not%20actionable%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=It%27s%20all%20about%20collecting%20the%20right%20data%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Marketers%20feel%20the%20pain%20of%20data%20growth%20and%20complexity%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Dealing%20with%20data%20explosion%20was%20the%20top%20challenge%20cited%20by%20chief%20marketing%20officers%20surveyed%20by%20IBM%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Data%20collection%20shouldn%27t%20mean%20you%20collect%20all%20the%20data%20available.%20Data%20is%20useless%20if%20not%20actionable%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=It%27s%20all%20about%20collecting%20the%20right%20data%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
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Years ago, e-commerce companies focused 
on tracking site hits and page views. Those 
metrics remain important. But today, 
technology makes it possible to go far  
beyond high-level measurements to capture 
digital activity data at an individual customer 
level, using persistent cookies that can 
identify the individual.

Digital activity data illustrates customer intent 
like no other data type. Consider an example: 

A customer browses his bank’s offerings for college savings plans. That’s a high-consideration 
investment that many customers would prefer to set up in-branch or through a call center, 
rather than on the web. Online browsing to learn about the bank’s offerings is a common first 
step. It reveals the customer’s intent, a genuine need—and an opportunity to proactively 
engage with that customer.

Without a means to collect that activity data and incorporate it into the customer’s profile, it’s 
essentially wasted. Let’s say our bank has a superior data collection solution that can capture 
this data and integrate it into the customer profile. In a matter of hours, the marketing solution 
sends the customer an email promoting the college savings plan, followed by a direct mail 
brochure to his home.

But the bank’s data collection doesn’t stop there. The bank also captures the customer’s 
response to the offer. Did he click through on the email, but take no action? If so, the bank’s 
system feeds that information into its marketing engine, which prompts a follow-up or an 
inbound marketing action that prepares an agent to make the offer the next time a customer 
interacts with a call center or branch. 

It’s an integrated, self-learning system—and it depends  
fundamentally on systematic data collection.

Web activity data is a golden opportunity 
to understand your customers.

http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Web%20activity%20data%20is%20a%20golden%20opportunity%20to%20understand%20your%20customers%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Web%20activity%20data%20is%20a%20golden%20opportunity%20to%20understand%20your%20customers%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Web%20activity%20data%20is%20a%20golden%20opportunity%20to%20understand%20your%20customers%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
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The bank’s use of collected web activity data 
is one of many examples of how data 
collection can make marketing more effective. 
The approach you take to data collection will 
vary by your industry, channel focus and areas 
of greatest need. It can range from entry-level 
web analytics and digital marketing 
optimization to sophisticated cross-channel 
integration of digital data with traditional 
sources, including transactional, service and 
demographic information in a customer data 
warehouse.

Flexibility is key. Digital marketing solutions deliver 
systems for data collection, analysis and marketing 
execution across digital channels. For smaller 
organizations that use disparate applications for 
digital marketing, this is a good place to start. It’s 
common for smaller companies to use standalone 
systems for email marketing, on-site product 
recommendations, display and paid-search ads, 
and social media. Without data collection, 
marketers are challenged to determine which 
channels are most effective.      With systematic 
data collection and web analytics, they can 
attribute the influence of each interaction on 
conversion and optimize accordingly.

Flexibility: Start small, think big and connect  
with customers.

http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Without%20data%20collection,%20marketers%20are%20challenged%20to%20determine%20which%20channels%20are%20most%20effective%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Without%20data%20collection,%20marketers%20are%20challenged%20to%20determine%20which%20channels%20are%20most%20effective%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Without%20data%20collection,%20marketers%20are%20challenged%20to%20determine%20which%20channels%20are%20most%20effective%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Without%20data%20collection,%20marketers%20are%20challenged%20to%20determine%20which%20channels%20are%20most%20effective%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
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As your customers interact with your brand across multiple channels, your marketing solution should be able to collect 
data from each touchpoint. At most organizations, customer data is housed in CRM databases, sales force automation 
systems, call center applications, web analytics platforms and social media tools. Ironically, many marketing organizations 
invest heavily in demographic, psychographic and other types of customer data from third-party providers, while neglecting 
rich reservoirs of customer data they already possess. That’s an enormous opportunity untapped.

As silos, these sources reveal only a portion of customer behavior. Consolidating transactional and service data into a data 
warehouse is one step towards a complete customer profile. By incorporating web activity and social data, marketers can 
gain even greater insight into customer intent.

Bring your connected multichannel customers 
into focus.

Transactional, service, web activity and social media data combine for a complete customer profile.

Customer Data 
Warehouse

Web Data

CRM profile

Web profile

Social profile

Complete  
customer  

profileSocial Data
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Flexibility powers innovation. The best interactive marketing solutions 
provide a data abstraction layer, which means that the solution can be 
aimed at virtually any set of collected data. Your data can reside in 
multiple sources; the best marketing engines interoperate with multiple 
data sets simultaneously. Flexibility allows marketers to import or export 
data based on your needs. For instance, Rackspace, a cloud and IT 
hosting provider, customized IBM Coremetrics® Web Analytics to import 
data from a cloud-based sales force automation solution into the web 
analytics platform, gaining insights into which digital channels drove 
conversion in non-digital channels and improving marketing effectiveness.

Turning data into dollars

Companies use IBM EMM solutions to turn 
integrated customer data into new revenue.

•	 Telefónica | Vivo, the largest mobile pro-
vider in Brazil, has increased marketing-driven 
revenue by 30 percent with IBM EMM solutions 
atop an integrated infrastructure spanning 15 
data source systems. 

•	 OCBC Bank, one of the largest banks in the 
Singapore-Malaysia market, has seen double-
digit increases in cross-sell conversion with 
data collection and analytics, and achieved  
ROI on its EMM solution in 18 months.
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As your customers get more connected, they 
move faster. Speed in marketing is of the 
utmost importance when your customer is 
browsing your products—and your 
competitors’—on an iPhone in a coffee shop. 
Data collection in near real time lets you 
intercept customers during short-lived 
consideration windows.

With location-based marketing, you can 
capture the geographic location and text 
offers while they shop in a store. Continuously 
tracking cross-channel activity lets you 
respond swiftly with event-based offers, 
triggered by specific interactions. In digital 
marketing, both targeted display ads and 
on-site product recommendations can be 
delivered almost immediately, in response  
to customer browsing behavior.

Today’s best inbound marketing solutions capture data  
and respond in real time. 

For instance, a marketing solution could give a sales or support 
agent prioritized cross-sell offers based on data collected during a 
call center or in-person interaction. Based on robust data collection, 
solutions for real-time decision-making let you adjust to customer-
initiated interactions in the here and now, using self-learning 
algorithms to decide which offer each customer is most likely to 
respond to, based on their profile and current behavior.

Customers are always changing.  
Your data collection needs to keep up.

http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Your%20customers%20are%20always%20changing.%20Your%20data%20collection%20needs%20to%20keep%20up%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Your%20customers%20are%20always%20changing.%20Your%20data%20collection%20needs%20to%20keep%20up%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Your%20customers%20are%20always%20changing.%20Your%20data%20collection%20needs%20to%20keep%20up%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
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To make the most of your social media 
investments, look at social media not as a way to 
push your message, but as a conversation with 
your customers. That means listening through 
data collection, from high-level sentiment 
analysis to more advanced systems that can 
collect individual activity information and 
integrate it into a customer’s profile. Sentiment 
analysis and brand monitoring can tell you in 
aggregate what customers are saying about your 
brand on social media and alert you to issues. 

By adding social data to profiles, you can gain 
invaluable insights into a customer’s likes, 
dislikes and disposition. You can respond with  
a relevant dialogue on social media and other 
channels, and make the most of offer  
co-creation opportunities that empowered 
customers value. For example, you could provide 
Facebook coupons for in-store sales, or send 
email messages that encourage product reviews. 
By tying social data to other channels, you can 
pinpoint the value of social customers and better 
measure how your social investments translate 
into revenue and conversion. 

Social media keeps the conversation lively 
and the insights flowing.

Listening to social media

An IBM study found that most marketers overlook what social 
customers are saying because they lack the tools necessary to 
capture the unstructured data on social platforms.3

•	 Only 26 percent of marketers track blogs
•	 Just 42 percent track reviews on third-party sites
•	 48 percent track consumer reviews

3 IBM, “From Stretched to Strengthened: IBM Global CMO Study,” October 2011.

http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Social%20media%20keeps%20the%20conversation%20lively%20and%20the%20insights%20flowing%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Social%20media%20keeps%20the%20conversation%20lively%20and%20the%20insights%20flowing%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Only%2026%20percent%20of%20marketers%20track%20blogs%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Just%2042%20percent%20track%20reviews%20on%20third-party%20sites%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=48%20percent%20track%20consumer%20reviews%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://www.ibm.com/cmostudy
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Social%20media%20keeps%20the%20conversation%20lively%20and%20the%20insights%20flowing%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Only%2026%20percent%20of%20marketers%20track%20blogs%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=Just%2042%20percent%20track%20reviews%20on%20third-party%20sites%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?status=48%20percent%20track%20consumer%20reviews%20http://bit.ly/I4hKBb%20%23ibmmarketing
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Collecting data that your customers generate is 
like listening to them so you can advance the 
marketing conversation. But listening doesn’t 
necessarily mean that you understand what they’re 
saying. That’s where analytics comes in. Analytics 
bridge the gap between raw data and actionable 
information and that lets you better connect with 
your Generation C customers. For the next eBook 
in this Generation C: The Connected Customer 
series, see Analyze: Understand Customer 
Behavior to Fuel Interactive Marketing.

About IBM Enterprise Marketing Management
The IBM Enterprise Marketing Management  
(EMM) Suite is an end-to-end, integrated set of 
capabilities designed exclusively for the needs  
of marketing organizations. Integrating and 
streamlining all aspects of online and offline 
marketing, IBM’s EMM Suite empowers 
organizations and individuals to turn their passion 
for marketing into valuable customer relationships 
and more profitable, timely, and measurable 
business outcomes.

The IBM EMM Suite helps marketers to 
understand customer wants and needs and 
leverage that understanding to engage buyers in 
highly relevant, interactive dialogs across digital, 

social, and traditional marketing channels.  
IBM EMM provides robust web and customer 
analytics, event detection, campaign 
management, real-time interaction management 
and recommendations, lead management, 
digital marketing optimization, email marketing, 
targeted advertising, search engine marketing, 
and marketing resource management 
capabilities. Over 2,500 organizations around 
the world use IBM EMM solutions to help 
manage the pressures of increasing marketing 
complexity while delivering improved revenue 
and measurable results.

IBM’s time-tested and comprehensive offerings 
are giving companies such as E*TRADE, ING, 
InterContinental Hotels Group, Orvis, PETCO, 
United Airlines, Vivo and wehkamp.nl the power 
and flexibility required to provide their customers 
and prospects with what they expect today—a 
more consistent and relevant brand experience 
across all channels.

Once you collect, it’s time to connect.

Take the next step

Find out how IBM can help you improve  
customer and campaign analytics. Visit us at 
ibm.com/software/marketing-solutions or speak 
with your IBM representative.

http://www.ibmconnectedcustomer.com/us/#2?cm_mmc=genc-analyze-ebk-_-ebook-_-ibm-_-na&niseg=3758&nistg=genc-analyze-ebk&nicam=emm&nireg=namerica&nichn=ebook&niven=ibm&niver=na
http://www.ibmconnectedcustomer.com/us/#2?cm_mmc=genc-analyze-ebk-_-ebook-_-ibm-_-na&niseg=3758&nistg=genc-analyze-ebk&nicam=emm&nireg=namerica&nichn=ebook&niven=ibm&niver=na
http://www.ibm.com/software/marketing-solutions
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